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Magnetism of self-assembled mono- and tetranuclear supramolecular Ni21 complexes
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The magnetization of a novel supramolecular grid structure consisting of four bis~bipyridyl!-pyrimidine
ligands and four Ni21 ions and that of the mononuclear analogue Ni~terpy!2 was measured. Magnetic anisot-
ropy was determined from investigations of powder as well as of crystal samples. We provide evidence for an
intramolecular antiferromagnetic coupling of the four Ni21 spins of the tetranuclear species withJ528 K.
The magnetization of the mononuclear complex is typical for aS51 spin with zero field splitting. The
magnetization of the tetranuclear grid is discussed in terms of the effective spin Hamiltonian appropriate for
Ni21 ions including various higher order exchange terms. In particular, significant indications for a biquadratic
term of aboutJ850.5 K is found.@S0163-1829~98!05630-6#
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Since the discovery of intramolecular magnetic inter
tions in copper acetate,1,2 polynuclear complexes have bee
of considerable interest to both physicists and chemists
they can serve as model systems to investigate exchang
teractions. In such systems intermolecular interactions
frequently much smaller than intramolecular interactio
which in principle makes it possible to treat them witho
resorting to the approximations necessary for materials
have, e.g., collective magnetic interactions.3,4 The discovery
of the HDVV Hamiltonian and crystal-field theory stimu
lated the development of the effective spin Hamiltonian f
malism by Abragam, Pryce, Stevens, and others,5 which has
been proved to be a very successful semiempirical theor
interpret experimental data of polynuclear complexes,
well as other magnetic materials. However, a calculation
even prediction of its parameters from the crystal structure
the complexes still appears to be a difficult task.4,6,7 Never-
theless, the present theories of superexchange8 are successfu
in interpreting various magnetostructural correlations.4,7 For
binuclear complexes, which are the systems investiga
most thoroughly in this respect, considerable progress
been achieved in the last three decades.9,4 In the case of
complexes of higher nuclearity, which are of additional
terest as they are extended to higher dimensions, the qu
tative theory is much less developed.4,7 This is probably be-
cause comparing theoretical with experimental results, i
not always easy to distinguish whether inconsistencies a
due to, e.g., approximations used in the theoretical calc
tion or because the investigated system does not fulfill all
simplifications assumed in the calculation.

In a recent study, we demonstrated that properly desig
self-assembled supramolecular@232#-grid structures con-
taining four Co21 ions, denoted as Co-@232#, exhibit in-
tramolecular antiferromagnetic coupling of the four Co21

spins.10 To our knowledge, the@232# grids represent the firs
experimental realization of a tetranuclear cluster with m
netic centers arranged in a clear and simple square pl
fashion. We believe that the@232#-grid system is of particu-
lar interest as it represents an ideal quantum spin syste
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~6!/3277~9!/$15.00
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the following sense: the topology of the coupling is simp
and perfectly square planar and thus rather amenable to
oretical interpretations, a possible intermolecular coupling
quite weak, and finally the coupling strength being of abo
several K is of the ‘‘right’’ order, since on the one hand it
high enough to allow for measurements at temperatu
where the experimental results are unaffected by poss
intermolecular couplings and on the other hand it is lo
enough to allow to measure, e.g., magnetization steps
experimentally accessible magnetic fields.

We should point out that the@232# grids also evoke con-
siderable interest as potential molecular building blocks11 as
they allow for a derivation of the ligand end groups maki
it possible to functionalize the grids with respect to their fi
properties, their transferability and arrangements on in
faces, etc.11 For example, recently it has been shown, th
ordered thin films and even monolayers of grids can be tra
ferred to various substrates,12,13 which is an important con-
dition for a potential employment of the grids, e.g., as m
lecular storage devices.

In this work, we investigated the magnetization of t
supramolecular@232#-grid structure with four Ni21 metal
centers, denoted as Ni-@232#, which is isomorphic to
Co-@232#. We will show that the four Ni21 spins are
coupled by intramolecular antiferromagnetic exchange in
actions. In order to demonstrate the effects of the antife
magnetic coupling, we also investigated the magnetizatio
Ni~terpy!2 , the mononuclear analog of the Ni-@232# grids.
We present a careful interpretation of the data in terms of
spin Hamiltonian formalism in order to establish convin
ingly which of the various well-known possible exchan
terms are necessary to describe the magnetic behavio
Ni-@232#.

So far, the crystal structure of the Ni-@232# grids has not
been determined, so we refer to the crystal structure of
isomorphic Co-@232# grids.14 It consists of four
bis~bipyridyl!-pyrimidine ligands15 and four metal centers
~Fig. 1!, in our case Ni21 ions. Each metal center is situate
in the crossing point of two ligands and is enclosed by six
3277 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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3278 PRB 58O. WALDMANN et al.
donor atoms in an almost octahedral geometry. In the
grid, the distance between the metal centers is about 6.4
The average bond length from the N donors to the m
centers is 2.14 Å. The octahedron of the six N atoms s
rounding each metal center exhibits a considerable tetrag
compression with a small orthorhombic distortion. The c
responding bond lengths are about 2.03, 2.16, and 2.2
The positive charges are countered by eight PF6

2 ions. The
grids were formed by self-assembly in methanol and inv
tigated in acetonitrile~CH3CN! solution.14,16 Crystals were
prepared by diffusion of methanol into a concentrated ac
nitril solution in a closed atmosphere yielding light brow
rhombic crystals. The crystal axes were denoted witha,b,c
in order to distinguish them from the molecular or magne
axes, respectively, denoted byx,y,z. It is evident from the
shape of the crystals that thec axis andz axis coincide.
Powder samples were prepared by air drying the crystal

We also performed measurements on the mononuc
analog of the Ni-@232# grids, the Ni~terpyridyl!2(PF6)2 com-
plex, denoted here as Ni-@131#. This is the obvious system
for comparison as the Ni21 ions have the same chemic
environment and coordination to the ligands, but are
magnetically coupled. For synthesis, a method analogou
that for the Ni-@232# grids was used.16 The crystal structure
reveals a tetragonally compressed octahedral arrangeme
the six N atoms17 due to the stereochemical demands of
ligand.18 The Ni-Ncentral bond length is 2.02 Å and the
Ni-Ndistal bond length 2.14 Å. Using the method described
Ref. 16, orthorhombic crystals were obtained. The crysta
graphic axes and the magnetic axes, respectively, should
incide with the crystal edges.

The temperature and magnetic field dependence of
magnetic momentm(T,B) was measured with a commerci
superconducting quantum interference device magnetom
~Quantum Design!. The temperature range was 1.9–250
and the maximum field 5.5 T. The powder and crys
samples were fixed with apiezon grease on a plastic st

FIG. 1. ~a! Crystal structure of the Co-@232# grid. ~b!
Bis~bipyridyl!-pyrimidine ligand withR15H andR25CH3 .
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The background signal of the plastic straw was found to
below the resolution of the magnetometer.

For the powder samples the background signal of
grease was corrected for in the following way. First the ma
netization of a drop of grease put on the straw was meas
at 250 K and 1 T. From that, the magnetization of the gre
in the whole temperature and field range could be extra
lated with an accuracy of 5%. Then the powder was fixed
the grease. The signal of the grease was typically 30% of
of the sample at 250 K, but could be corrected for with
accuracy of 2.5%. At lower temperatures the accuracy of
correction improves as the magnetization of the sample
creases. The weight of the powder samples was typically
mg and could be measured with an accuracy of about 50mg.

The Ni-@131# crystal could be fixed with a very sma
amount of grease so that the signal of the grease was n
gible. The edges of the crystal could be aligned with
accuracy of65° parallel to the magnetic field. Magnetizatio
was measured for all three directions. The crystal weight w
3.64 mg.

In the case of the Ni-@232# crystals, first one crystal wa
selected by light microscopy. As the Ni-@232# crystals are
transparent, imperfections could be easily detected and
believe that the chosen crystals were of excellent qua
Then, it was necessary to put the crystal directly from
solution into grease and to cover it carefully with the grea
otherwise the crystal would have decomposed within f
seconds. Therefore the sealing with grease was essentia
a considerable background signal from the grease was
avoidable. Its level has been estimated to be about 10–2
of the signal of the sample at 250 K, but a more accur
determination was not possible. Therefore the data were
corrected for it. The crystal embedded in grease was t
mounted on the straw and cooled down rapidly to 50 K.
these temperatures the crystals were stable for at least se
days. After being measured, the crystal was crushed to p
der directly on the straw and measured again. In this way
contribution of the grease to the magnetization remain
equal for both measurements and the small anisotropy of
magnetization typical for Ni21 ions could be investigated
reliably. In several cases the crystal could be rotated with
breaking to a second orientation before being crushed.
nally, the weight of the powder and grease mixture was m
sured. Following this procedure, five crystals were inve
gated. The weight of the crystals was typically 20mg. Thec
axis and theab plane of the crystals were aligned with a
accuracy of65° parallel to the magnetic field. Thea andb
axes could not be distinguished.

The diamagnetic contribution of the ligands was det
mined from measurements of Cd-@232# and
Cd~terpy!2(PF6)2 . For both complexes we obtainedxD
520.6(60.1)31023 mB/~spin T! in fair agreement with an
estimation using Pascal’s constants. However, we did
correct the data for it. Instead, the temperature-indepen
contribution was determined from the magnetization at h
temperatures.

In this work we usemB /spin, the number of Bohr mag
netons per metal ion, as unit for the magnetic moment.
the @232# grids, 1 mB /spin corresponds to 22 34
cm3 G mol21 and for the@131# complexes, 1mB /spin cor-
responds to 5585 cm3 G mol21. In the case of the powde
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PRB 58 3279MAGNETISM OF SELF-ASSEMBLED MONO- AND . . .
and Ni-@131# crystal samples, the number of metal ions w
calculated from the measured weight and the molec
weight of the complexes including metal ions, ligands, a
counter ions. For the powder samples these values migh
several percent too low due to residual solvent and wa
The Ni-@232# crystal measurements have been calibrated
comparing the magnetic moment of the crushed crystals w
that of the powder samples at 50 K.

In Fig. 2~a! we present the temperature dependence of
magnetic moment for Ni-@131# powder measured at sever
magnetic fields. In Fig. 2~b! the same data together with th
results of a field sweep measurement at 1.9 K is plotted
function of x5mBB/kBT. Here,kB denotes the Boltzmann
constant. Above 50 K the temperature dependence is
described by xT5C1x0T @see inset of Fig. 2~a!#,
where x5m/B and C51.97mB/spin T21 K, x0
520.331023mB /~spin T!. Taking into account the diamag
netic contribution of the ligands, a temperature-independ
susceptibility of about 0.331023mB/~spin T! is left which
we attribute to an incomplete correction of the grease. Fr
the Curie constantC the g factor and the effective magneti
moment are determined to beg52.1 andmeff52.97. For
Ni~terpy!2Br2 , Hogg and Wilkins19 obtainedmeff53.1 at 293

FIG. 2. ~a! Temperature dependence of the magnetic momen
Ni-@131# powder. Magnetic fields were 0.5, 1, 2.5, and 5.5 T fro
bottom to top. The inset showsxT obtained from the magnetic
moments at 1 T.~b! Magnetic moment of Ni-@131# powder vs the
reduced variablex5mBB/kBT. The same data being presented
panel~a! is indicated by closed circles. The result of a field swe
measurement at 1.9 K is assigned by open circles. In both pa
solid lines represent a fit to the data using the Hamiltonian Eq.~1!
~see text!.
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and 77 K, Judge and Baker20 obtainedmeff53.09 at 250 K
and meff53.00 at 150 K, in reasonable agreement with o
result. At lower temperatures a clear deviation from the C
rie law was observed@inset of Fig. 2~a!#. This is attributed, as
usual, to the presence of a zero-field-splitting~ZFS!. The
Ni-@131# system can be described by the well-known effe
tive spin Hamiltonian21–23

H5D~Sz
22 2

3 !1E~Sx
22Sy

2!1mBgaBaSa2 1
2 x0B2, ~1!

with S51. D, E are the ZFS parameters,ga are theg factors,
and x0 is the temperature-independent susceptibility. In
following, a,b5x,y,z and summation over repeated indic
is applied. Using conventional least square fitting algorithm
we obtainedD528.775 K, E50.168 K, and g52.095,
where x0 was held constant. The calculated curves us
these parameters are shown as solid lines in Fig. 2, dem
strating the quality of the fit in the whole temperature a
magnetic field regime. However, similar results were o
tained with slightly different parameters being aboutD5
29 K, E'0 K, andg52.1.

In view of the tetragonally compressed octahedron of
trogen atoms surrounding the Ni21 ion, D.0 should be ex-
pected from ligand field theory,21,24 in contrast to the experi-
mental result. The reason for this discrepancy is unclear.
attempts to reproduce the experimental results withD.0
were unsuccessful. Henke and Reinen25 performed ESR
measurements on Ni~terpy!2Br2 . As they did not observe a
signal even for 35 GHz and 4.2 K, they concluded, in vie
of the geometrical arrangement of the nitrogen atoms,
D.4.5 K. However, with the magnetic field configuratio
B'Brf usually used in ESR experiments, aDM52 transition
is forbidden21,26and we suppose that the result of Henke a
Reinen is also consistent withD,24.5 K.

In order to confirm our result of the powder measu
ments, we investigated a Ni-@131# crystal. Figure 3~a! shows
the temperature dependence ofxT for several magnetic
fields applied in two different directions. The data for th
third direction has been omitted for clarity. The axis of hig
est anisotropy has been denoted withz. Figure 3~b! presents
the field dependencies of the magnetic moment for all th
field directions atT51.9 K. Figure 3~b! immediately dem-
onstrates that the ZFS parameterD has to be negative sinc
mz clearly exhibits a first order magnetic moment, and thaE
has to be almost zero sincemx and my are almost equal.
Here,mz meansm(Biz) and analogous formx and my . In
Fig. 3 calculated curves forD529 K, E50, g52.15, and
x050 are also shown as solid lines. Theg factor is slightly
larger than that obtained for the powder samples. The ag
ment of calculated and experimental curves is not as goo
in the case of the powder. However, it should be noted t
the discrepancies are not due to an incorrectly chosenD or E.
Otherwise, the maxima seen in the upper twomz curves of
Fig. 3~a! and the field dependencies ofmx andmy , respec-
tively, shown in Fig. 3~b! would not be reproduced. Instea
the discrepancies arise because the absolute values o
magnetic moment do not match. This might be explained
the following two arguments.

~1! At higher temperatures the calculated values formz
are lower than the experimental ones, while those formx(y)
are higher. Here,mx(y) is used to refer tomx or my . This
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3280 PRB 58O. WALDMANN et al.
suggests an anisotropy of theg factor, such thatgz.gx(y) .
Indeed, this is expected ifD,0 as is seen from the well
known effective spin Hamiltonian derived for a singlet o
bital ground state21,22

H52l2LabSaSb1mB~2dab2lLab!BaSb , ~2!

where l is the spin orbit coupling constant andLab is a
tensor determined by the properties of the ligand field.22 In
the principal axis system this Hamiltonian can be written

H5AS~S11!1D@Sz
22 1

3 S~S11!#1E~Sx
22Sy

2!

1mBgaBaSa . ~3!

It is clear that sinceLab enters in the ZFS parameters
well as in theg factors, relations between both exist. That
the g factors can be expressed in terms ofA, D, andE ~and
l!. In particular, restricting ourselves to tetragonal symme
for simplicity one obtains the equation

gz2gxy52D/l, ~4!

FIG. 3. ~a! Temperature dependence ofxT of a Ni-@131# crys-
tal with the magnetic field parallel to thez axis ~open squares! and
to thex axis ~open diamonds!. Magnetic fields were 0.5, 1, 3, an
5.5T from top to bottom for each field direction.~b! Magnetic field
dependence of the magnetic moment of a Ni-@131# crystal at 1.9 K
with the magnetic field parallel to thez axis ~open squares!, to thex
axis ~open diamonds!, and to they axis ~open circles!. In both
panels, solid lines represent a calculation using the Hamiltonian
~1! ~see text!. Parameters wereD529 K, E50, g52.15, andx0

50.
s

,

y

where the meaning ofgxy is obvious. Asl,0 for Ni21,21

gz.gxy demands forD,0 and vice versa. The experiment
observation thatgz.gx(y) thus further confirms that indee
D,0. In view of the fact that ligand field theory suggests
wrong sign forD as discussed above, it might be argued t
Eq. ~4! also does. However, this is not true as the ligand fi
enters in the above equations only viaLab . In some sense
the interplay between ZFS parameters andg factors is mainly
determined by the orbital part of the wave functions and
correctly reproduced by Eq.~2!. In contrast, the actual split
ting pattern of the energy levels~which determines the sign
of D) calculated from the geometrical arrangement of
ligands is highly sensitive to the radial part of the wa
functions.24 From the magnetic moments at 50 K the anis
ropy of the g factor has been estimated togz /gxy51.025
and, usingg52.15,gz2gxy50.05. Equation~4! then yields
a surprisingly reasonable value for the spin orbit coupl
constantl52250 cm21.24 The ligand field splitting param-
eterDq was found to be 1250 cm21 for both Ni~terpy!2Br2
~Ref. 25! and Ni~terpy!2~ClO4)2 .18 The g factor calculated
from g5228l/10Dq ~Ref. 21! is g52.16, in fair agree-
ment with our result.

~2! At lower temperatures the relationships are invert
Now the calculated values formz are higher while those for
mx(y) are lower than the experimental ones, indicating t
either the magnetic fields were not aligned perfectly para
to the principal axes or, most likely, that the crystal inves
gated was not absolutely perfect. It is clear that the reduc
of mz and the enhancement ofmx(y) , respectively, will be
more pronounced the higher the ratiomz /mx(y) is. In Fig.
3~a! it is seen that at lower temperatures the calcula
curves for 5.5 T fit the experimental data significantly bet
than at lower fields. Indeed, at, e.g., 0.5 T the ratiomz /mx(y)
is about 3.25, while at 5.5 T it is only 1.2@see Fig. 3~b!#,
supporting the above suggestion. At higher temperatu
mz /mx(y) is again close to 1. It has been explained above t
the deviations in this regime arise because the anisotrop
theg factor was neglected in the calculation. But the disc
sion in this paragraph indicates that the above estimatio
the g factor anisotropy might be too small.

For Ni-@232# powder, the temperature dependence of
magnetic moment measured at several magnetic fields is
sented in Fig. 4~a!. The same data converted toxT is shown
in Fig. 4~b!. The inset of Fig. 4~b! depicts the magnetic field
dependence at 1.9 K. In contrast to Ni-@131#, the tempera-
ture dependence of the magnetic moment of Ni-@232# re-
veals a maximum at'13 K indicating an antiferromagneti
coupling of the four Ni21 ions within a grid. Indeed, the
calculated curves according to the isotropic exchan
Hamiltonian6

Hex5HAF1(
i 51

4

~mBgaBaSia2 1
2 x0B2!, ~5!

HAF52J~S1•S21S2•S31S3•S41S4•S1!, ~6!

with J528 K, g52.05, and x0520.331023mB/
(spin T), reproduce the data well. This is demonstrated
Fig. 4. Only at the lowest temperatures significant deviatio
occur, as is most clearly seen in the inset of Fig. 4~b!, and
much of the following discussion will deal with the origin o

q.
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this discrepancy. The obtainedg factor is significantly to
small, but this is attributed to a possible overestimation
the number of metal ions in the samples.

Figure 5~a! presents the temperature dependence of
magnetic moment of Ni-@232# crystals, exhibiting a clea
anisotropy of the magnetic moment for fields applied para
to the c axis of the crystal and perpendicular to it. With
experimental error no anisotropy in theab plane was ob-
served. As for the case of Ni-@131# the axis of highest an
isotropy has been assigned withz and the corresponding
magnetic moment withmz . The magnetic moment for field
perpendicular to thec axis will be denoted bymxy and that of
the crushed crystals bŷm&. The three curves formz , mxy ,
and ^m& cross each other in one point at'10 K. This fact
provides further support that any anisotropy in theab plane
must be very small, since witĥx&5 1

3 (xx1xy1xz) and
xxy5cos2(f)xx1sin2(f)xy it is easily seen that̂ x&5xz
5xxy is equivalent toxx5xy . Here f denotes the experi
mentally unknown angle of the magnetic field in theab
plane. Figure 5~b! demonstrates the good agreement of
measurements of the crushed crystals and the pow
samples. For comparison, the calculated curve accordin
Eqs. ~5! and ~6! is also depicted. The above-mentioned d

FIG. 4. ~a! Temperature dependence of the magnetic momen
Ni-@232# powder. Magnetic fields were 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4.5, a
5.5 T from bottom to top.~b! Temperature dependence ofxT of
Ni-@232# powder for the same fields as in panel~a!. The inset
shows the magnetic field dependence of the magnetic mome
1.9 K. In both panels, solid lines represent a calculation using
Hamiltonian Hex ~see text!. Parameters wereJ528 K, g52.05,
andx0520.331023mB/~spin T!.
f

e

l

e
er
to
-

viation from data below 5 K is evident. In view of the an-
isotropy and this deviation it is obvious that the isotrop
exchange Hamiltonian needs to be supplemented.

In the following we will consider several contributions:
single ion anisotropy expressed in terms of a ZFS andg
factor anisotropy, a very weak amount of impurities possi
present, a next-nearest-neighbor coupling, and the var
exchange terms derived for coupled ions with a singlet
bital ground state, i.e., anisotropy exchange, antisymme
exchange, and biquadratic exchange.21,6 The importance of
each term was investigated using the following procedu
First, the susceptibilityx(T) obtained from the powder mea
surements at 0.5 T was fit to the average susceptibility
culated numerically from the corresponding Hamiltonian u
ing standard least square fitting algorithms. Then,
magnetic momentsmz(T,B), mxy(T,B), and ^m(T,B)&
were calculated for all fields using the obtained parame
and compared with the crystal measurements. For clarity
only present the curves at a field of 5.5 T. A comparison
experimental and calculated curves at this field, at which
magnetization already clearly deviates from linearity@see in-
set of Fig. 4~b!#, is more advantageous than a comparison

of

at
e

FIG. 5. ~a! Temperature dependence of the magnetic momen
Ni-@232# crystals with the magnetic field parallel to thez axis
~open diamonds! and to thexy plane~open squares!, respectively,
and for crushed crystals~solid circles!. Magnetic fields were 1, 3,
and 5.5 T from bottom to top. Lines are guides to the eye.~b!
Comparison of the temperature dependence of the magnetic
ments at 5.5 T for powder samples~closed circles! and crystal
samples~open diamonds! of Ni-@232#. The solid line represents a
calculation using the HamiltonianHex ~see text!. Parameters were
J528 K, g52.05, andx0520.331023mB/~spin T!.
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3282 PRB 58O. WALDMANN et al.
the susceptibilities, as this allows us to not only check
temperature dependence but also the correct magnetic
dependence. The temperature independent susceptibilitx0
was always set tox0520.331023mB/~spin T!. If a g-factor
anisotropy was allowed for,gxy andgz were determined such

that the averageg factor^g&5@ 1
3 (2gxy

2 1gz
2)# (21/2) remained

equal to 2.05.x0 and theg factors were held constant durin
the fitting procedure. In order to test the significance of o
results we took into account an additional contribution to
magnetic moment due to impurities. We assumedg52.1 and
S51, appropriate for Ni21. The impurity density was pa
rametrized by the molar fraction%. The results were as fol
lows.

~1! Single ion anisotropy. The results on Ni-@131#
strongly suggest the presence of a ZFS in Ni-@232# as well.
Indeed, ag-factor anisotropy alone cannot reproduce t
crystal data, especially the crossing point at'10 K. The
various exchange terms are known to be small6 and are thus
hardly believed to explain the anisotropy. Thus, the ter
describing a ZFS definitely need to be added toHex. From
the similarity of the geometrical arrangement of the N ato
in both Ni-@131# and Ni-@232#, it is expected thatD should
also be negative for Ni-@232#. Indeed,D,0 can be directly
inferred from the fact that at higher temperaturesmz.mxy
holds @Fig. 5~a!#. Using the high-temperature expansion f
the susceptibility of Eq.~1! to second order in 1/T, the
condition xz.xxy can be rewritten asgz

2(12 1
3 D/kBT)

.gxy
2 (11 1

6 D/kBT).21,27 Taking into account Eq.~4!, it fol-
lows thatxz.xxy is equivalent toD,0. This argument still
holds in the presence of exchange couplings. Concerning
ZFS parameterE, the experimental results might allow for
small ab anisotropy, butE should not exceed'1 K. In our
calculations we found that such a smallE had almost no
influence on the magnetization in the experimentally acc
sible range, while largerE worsened the agreement betwe
data and calculation. ThereforeE can be safely neglected
Thus, the ZFS adds a term6

HZFS5(
i 51

4

@D~Siz!
22 2

3 # ~7!

to the Hamiltonian Eq.~5!. The result of a least square fit fo
the HamiltonianH5Hex1HZFS is depicted in Fig. 6~a!. The
g factor was taken to be isotropic, i.e.,gz5gxy , and impu-
rities were neglected, i.e.,%50. The obtained parameter
wereJ527.55 K andD5210.70 K. The experimental dat
is not perfectly reproduced, but the temperature depende
of the calculated curves resembles that of the experime
ones. Especially, the typical curvature ofmxy and^m& below
5 K is obtained which was not described by the isotro
exchange HamiltonianHex @Fig. 5~b!#. This curvature will be
important in the following, because if it is not reproduced
theory then this indicates that the magnetic field depende
is not correctly described. At'50 K the calculated curve
are less spread than the measured curves, indicatingg-
factor anisotropy of the formgz.gxy , which in fact is ex-
pected from Eq.~4!. Thus, we tried to refine the fit by settin
gz2gxy50.08 and allowing for impurities. The result is d
picted in Fig. 6~b!. The parameters were found to beJ5
28.24 K, D526.21 K, and%50.344%. The data are now
e
ld

r
e

s

s

he

s-

ce
tal

c

ce

excellently described for temperatures above 5 K. Howev
the typical curvature below 5 K is no longer reproduced.
This was found generally if impurities were allowed for. A
impurity density of%'0.35% is reasonable. A refineme
considering only theg-factor anisotropy did not lead to a
improvement, although the calculated values formxy of
course shifted to lower values. However, at the lowest te
peratures, the calculated values formz still remained almost
zero so that the deviation of the theoretical calculated cu
for ^m& and the crushed crystal data actually increased.

~2! Next-nearest-neighbor exchange.To our knowledge, a
next-nearest-neighbor interaction has not been observe
far to be relevant in interpreting the magnetization of clu
ters. Nevertheless, for completeness we considered this t
which in our case is written as

HNN52JNN~S1•S31S2•S4!. ~8!

We also could not find any indication of its importance, sin
including HNN in our calculations did not result in any sig
nificant improvements.

~3! Anisotropic exchange.This exchange adds a term

HA5DJSiz•Sjz2 1
3 Si•Sj ~9!

to the Hamiltonian.6 Here, summation over (i , j )
5(1,2),(2,3),(3,4),(4,1) is applied. Due to the large d

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the magnetic momen
Ni-@232# crystals with magnetic field parallel to thez axis ~open
diamonds! and to thexy plane~open squares!, respectively, and for
crushed crystals~solid circles!. Lines represent fits using the Hami
tonianHex1HZFS ~see text!. Parameters are given in the panels a
x0520.331023mB/~spin T!.
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tance of 6.5 Å between the Ni21 ions, a contribution of the
magnetic dipolar interaction6 to the anisotropic coupling ca
be neglected. Thus, the anisotropic coupling is of orbital
ture and its magnitude has been estimated
DJ}(Dg/g)2J.6,28,29 However, it has been pointed out th
this estimation might also be completely wrong.6 Fitting the
powder susceptibility to the HamiltonianH5Hex1HZFS
1HA with an isotropicg factor and impurities neglected, le
to unreasonably high values forDJ . More seriously,mz
,mxy was found in the whole temperature regime, in co
plete disagreement with the experimental observation. H
ever, allowing for the presence of impurities but still takin
an isotropicg factor, a reasonable fit could be obtained,
shown in Fig. 7. We obtainedJ528.31 K, DJ521.21 K,
D528.85 K, and%50.346%. The agreement with data
quite good, but the following objections have to be ma
First, the specific curvature below 5 K is not reproduced.
Second, the ZFS parameterD clearly demands for ag-factor
anisotropy @see Eq. ~4!#. However, with, e.g.,gz2gxy
50.05 the agreement is considerably worsened. Finally
view of the above estimate, the magnitude ofDJ seems to be
somewhat too high.

~4! Antisymmetric exchange.This exchange term is of th
form28,29

K i j •~Si3Sj !, ~10!

with the same summation convention as before. Howe
K i j is identical to zero if the paramagnetic centers are rela
by a symmetry element.6,29,30 Indeed, the symmetry of the
@232# grid is approximately C2v , requiringK i j 50.

~5! Biquadratic exchange.Beyond the bilinear terms con
sidered above, the biquadratic term is the most impor
higher-order term. It is of the form6

H85J8~Si•Sj !
2 ~11!

with the same summation convention applied as above.
magnitude ofJ8 is generally believed to be of the order
1022J.6,31 Nevertheless, in magnetization and ESR expe
ments it often has been found that biquadratic terms sho

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the magnetic momen
Ni-@232# crystals with magnetic field parallel to thez axis ~open
diamonds! and to thexy plane~open squares!, respectively, and for
crushed crystals~solid circles!. Lines represent a fit using th
HamiltonianHex1HZFS1HA ~see text!. Parameters are given in th
panel andx0520.331023mB/~spin T!.
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be taken into account.26,3 In fact, the HamiltonianH5Hex
1HZFS1H8 led to the best fits of the powder susceptibilit
irrespective of whetherg-factor anisotropy and/or impuritie
were included or not. The curves forJ528.37 K, J8
50.658 K, andD529.22 K with an isotropicg factor and
with impurities neglected are presented in Fig. 8~a!. The ex-
cellent agreement between powder or crushed crystal m
surements, and calculated values is evident.mz andmxy are
not reproduced as well, but the deviations are mainly due
the neglectedg-factor anisotropy, indicated by the lowe
spread of the calculated curves at'50 K. The best fit was
obtained by includingg-factor anisotropy and impurities, a
demonstrated in Fig. 8~b!. The parameters wereJ5
28.42 K, J850.508 K, D527.98 K, and%50.127%. For
Fig. 8~b!, gz2gxy50.08 has been used, butgz2gxy50.05
also led to an almost equally good fit. It should be noted t
the specific curvature below 5 K is reasonably reproduced
The biquadratic term was found to be the only term wh
can describe the specific curvature below 5 K even with im-
purities included. Furthermore, using the HamiltonianH
5Hex1HZFS1H81HA led toDJ50, demonstrating that bi-
quadratic exchange is more important than anisotropic
change. The only objection concerning the biquadratic te
which can be made is that the absolute value ofJ8 seems to
be somewhat too high. Uryuˆ and Friedberg32 showed that a

of

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the magnetic momen
Ni-@232# crystals with magnetic field parallel to thez axis ~open
diamonds! and to thexy plane~open squares!, respectively, and for
crushed crystals~solid circles!. Lines represent fits using the Hami
tonianHex1HZFS1H8 ~see text!. Parameters are given in the pan
andx0520.331023mB/~spin T!.
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biquadratic term is not the most general quadrulinear
change term. They considered the case of three cou
spins, and obtained an additional term

@~S1•S2!~S2•S3!1~S2•S3!~S3•S1!1~S3•S1!~S1•S2!#

~12!

which they argued to be more important than the biquadr
term. To our knowledge, their considerations have not b
extended to the case of four spins in a square planar arra
ment. In view of Eq.~12! we tentatively assumed

H95J9@~S1•S2!~S2•S3!1~S2•S3!~S3•S4!1~S3•S4!

3~S4•S1!1~S4•S1!~S1•S2!#. ~13!

UsingH9 we obtained results quite similar toH8, suggesting
that other quadrilinear terms than the biquadratic might
actually relevant. However, without a detailed calculation
hand it is not clear whether terms such as, e
(S1•S2)(S3•S4) need to be included, and it is difficult to
assess the significance of our results obtained forH9.

The above discussion of Ni-@232# demonstrates that the
isotropic interaction is aboutJ528 K and that the single ion
anisotropy plays an important role, expressed byD'28 K
andgz2gxy'0.05...0.08. Furthermore, there is evidence f
a biquadratic exchange on the order ofJ850.5 K.

To summarize, we have studied the magnetization o
novel supramolecular grid structure, the Ni-@232# grid con-
taining four Ni21 ions in a square-type arrangement. W
demonstrated the presence of an intramolecular antife
magnetic coupling of the four metal centers. Using the eff
,

e

N

x-
ed

ic
n

ge-

e
t
.,

a

o-
-

tive spin Hamiltonian formalism appropriate for Ni21 ions,
we were able to reproduce the measurements for both po
der and crystal samples simultaneously. We presented a
tailed discussion of the various additionally possible term
which might contribute to the magnetization, i.e., single io
anisotropy, next-nearest-neighbor exchange, anisotropic
change, antisymmetric exchange, and biquadratic exchan
The most important additional term was found to be th
single ion anisotropy, but significant indications for a biqu
dratic exchange were also obtained. For comparison, pow
and crystal samples of the mononuclear Ni~terpy2) complex
have been investigated. The results could be reproduced
taking into account a zero field splitting, confirming th
single ion anisotropy parameters obtained for the Ni-@232#
grids. We conclude that the Ni-@232# species represents an
almost ideal model system to investigate magnetic intera
tions in a discrete entity. We believe that supramolecu
systems with a defined number of magnetic ions are suita
for future investigations, contributing to a deeper insight in
molecular magnetic coupling mechanisms, and we hope t
this work will stimulate corresponding theoretical work.
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